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Introduction
“You have the
most wonderful
master tool of
choice. It is so
simple that it is
overlooked many
times. It is
simplicity itself
to choose; not to
react, not to
judge, not even
to see that there
would be
something to
judge.”
Jeshua

How wonderful to know our long-term future, as Jeshua makes a definite
prediction. “You will keep on creating universes upon universes within
universes physical and spiritual, to the place where you know yourself truly as
spirit; not defined by anything, not limited by anything.” However, speaking of
this current lifetime, he again reminds us that it is a voluntary incarnation to
bring Light and wisdom to the “awakening of the collective consciousness in
the realization of Oneness”.
Then he states the question that often crosses my mind “How is that (all the
suffering and disasters) ever going to lead to an awakening?” He gives us the
understanding that the key is “the gift of choice”! We choose how we see and
define the many situations that certainly look painful and negative. This is not
a novel concept that Jeshua has been teaching us, but the focus, this time, is
for us to acknowledge that everyone here is master, and that we can choose to
see the harsh realities of this world as “completions” that serve a purpose and
give everyone the “opportunity to feel empathy. Oneness.”
That is certainly a way to stand as a Beholder, in non-judgement, in awe and
gratitude for the opportunity to “love them as the true Being that they are”.
This certainly puts us into the Christ consciousness.
The power principles of “The Master SECRET”:
 We are masters who have volunteered to be here to bring the Light of our
Love. And everyone else is also a master.
 Many are here experiencing drama for the completion and
demonstrations of divisive situations, which they have agreed to at a soul
level to play a part in. These give others “opportunities to feel empathy
and the realization of Oneness”.
 The secret is in CHOICE! What we choose to see, feel and act on.
 “You can change your world by your choice as to where you will abide.
That is your power.”
 Choose to smile “at a person who is wanting to give you a hard time”.
 “Choose to walk away in love”.
 Choose to “look on the bright side of things. Choose to look for the light,
walk lightly and to laugh often, because the drama is passing and it is
evolving.
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Discussion Questions

Affirmation
for the
Week:
“I can choose
peace instead
of this.”
Jeshua



What passage in this chapter touches your heart? Your mind? Your
imagination? Changes how you understand yourself and your life?



Jeshua begins this chapter with the biggest possible perspective of Who we
are and What we will be creating - universes. Then he brings us to individual
choices about worldly situations. Do you feel that he is intending for us to
see ourselves and the things we get upset about in this life as “not worth the
energy”? How can you apply this perspective of mastership to the choices
you make on a daily basis? What if you asked yourself before reacting: What
would a master do in this situation? Would it change your choices?



What recent situation have you experienced in which you might have chosen
to act differently (not judged or condemned), if you had remembered that
you are a master that has an infinite number of choices? Contemplate
Jeshua’s words “The secret is choice as to where you will abide. Do not
judge yourself for spending a minute, five minutes, five days in a certain
place of judgment. And sooner or later – you move out of that space as you
have choice and you have power.” Talk to your partner about how you
might react next time this kind of choice comes up.

Assignments


Jeshua tells us that our power is CHOICE. In the next few days, challenge
yourself to stop at the point of your automatic reaction “to habitual
generational teaching that says if someone throws a stone at you, you have
to throw one back at them, whether it be physical or a mental judgment or
a word.” Do as Jeshua suggest: “But now you know you have the power of
choice. You can smile with your bright eyes and move on to something
that is more pleasant.” Try it and journal about your results.



“Truly life can be heavy, but it does not have to be. Choose to walk lightly
and to laugh often, because the drama is just that, and it is passing and it is
evolving.” Look at where in your life you feel “heavy”. Write down some
ideas of how you can choose to make it “light”. Choose one practice each
day this week to become the one who laughs often and feels at peace.
Hint: start with the deep breath.



Write a love letter to your soul and ask to clear whatever you heaviness
you had agreed to complete in this lifetime. Think of the benefits of these
experiences and affirm your completion with them. (Example: having been
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a victim in a situation that is now over.) Hand over whatever drama no
longer serves you and claim your mastership. Affirm that your choice now
to move on to build other universes! Then listen for a reply from your soul
in your meditations. Record your new knowing or assignment of where
you are to serve next. Walk lightly and laugh often this time!



Affirmations for the Week:
o I can choose peace, instead of this.
o I choose to look on the bright side of things.
o I choose to abide in light and in LOVE.

NOTES:
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